The application of optimal forces between surgical instruments and tissue is fundamental to surgical performance and learning. To date, this force has not been measured clinically during the performance of microsurgery.
A previous study 1 found that surgical proficiency correlates with clinical outcome. Surgeons spend years in hands-on training and deliberate practice in mastering psychomotor skills; however, achieving excellence continues to remain a matter of intuition rather than reason. Traditionally, trainees have learned the nuances of surgical skill through case observation and have received largely qualitative feedback on performance from their mentors. As the apprenticeship model of surgical education evolves toward a more competency-based paradigm, there is need to devise sensitive and reliable methods for objective assessment of surgical skill. [2] [3] [4] This process is necessary not only to ensure patient safety by defining surgeon competence but also to provide information about training progress, credentialing, and standardization of surgery. 5, 6 To improve patient safety, criteria-based measures, including checklists and global rating scales, have been used 7, 8 ; however, these measures are subjective and have multiple biases. 9, 10 Morbidity, mortality, and length of procedure have been used as quantitative surrogate markers of surgical performance; however, such data may be affected by many factors not necessarily related to surgical skill. 9, 10 To overcome these limitations, quantitative metrics that reflect the proficiency of surgical performance are evolving. 6, 11, 12 In surgical technique, motion smoothness and tool handling are necessary for technical finesse. 4, [11] [12] [13] Accordingly, knowledge of tooltissue interaction forces is an important aspect of safe and efficient surgical performance. 12, 14, 15 Surgical simulation has revealed that more than 50% of errors by surgical trainees are attributable to excessive force. 16 Several force-sensing tools have been developed, mainly for endoscopic and robotic surgery. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] For microsurgery, force-sensing handheld devices, including microdissectors 22 and jeweler's forceps, have also evolved. 12 We designed a force-sensing bipolar forceps, SmartForceps, by installing strain gauge force sensors onto the prongs of a conventional bipolar forceps, a tool commonly used in neurosurgery and other surgical specialties. 14, 15, 23, 24 Despite these advances, identification of a technique or system that provides and documents quantitative assessment of surgical performance in the operating room is lacking. In the present study, we demonstrated the force profiles of microsurgery obtained from patients with various neurosurgical conditions. The aims were to (1) establish a normative catalog of force profiles during the performance of neurosurgical tasks, (2) compare force profiles and force error rates among surgeons with different surgical skill levels, and (3) evaluate how such a force-based metric is useful in the assessment of surgical skill.
Methods

Force-Sensing Bipolar Forceps and Data Collection
The SmartForceps, which we developed for real-time sensing of intraoperative closing (coagulation) and opening (dissection) forces, is shown in Figure 1A . After demonstrating to Surgical Services, Foothills Medical Centre, University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada, that the SmartForceps could be sterilized while maintaining functionality, we were approved to use the system on patients. Force data were recorded but not given to the surgeon during the procedure. Description of SmartForceps development and data collection is available in the eMethods in the Supplement. Verbal informed consent was obtained from all 26 patients, and all data were deidentified. The study was approved by the University of Calgary Conjoint Health Research Ethics Board.
Patients and Surgeons
The study included 26 adult neurosurgical patients. Sixteen surgeons participated in this study and were stratified into 3 groups based on their level of neurosurgical experience. The novice group included junior neurosurgical residents (postgraduate years 1-3, n = 6), and the intermediate group consisted of senior residents (postgraduate years 4-6) and clinical fellows who did not perform microsurgery independently (n = 5). The experienced group included staff neurosurgeons who performed more than 100 microsurgical procedures per year (n = 5) and assumed the role of primary surgeon in this study. Intermediate and novice surgeons participated and performed selected surgical tasks per their individual training levels under supervision of the primary surgeon.
Surgical Tasks and Trials
Commonly performed neurosurgical maneuvers were separated into 18 surgical tasks developed by expert consensus and validated through case observation in patients with various intracranial conditions: (1) coagulation of scalp vessel, (2) coagulation of dura, (3) coagulation of pia-arachnoid, (4) coagulation of large cortical vessel (>1 mm), (5) coagulation of small cortical vessel (<1 mm), (6) coagulation of bridging vein, (7) coagulation of surface of the extra-axial tumor, (8) removal of arachnoid from the tumor, (9) gripping of tumor tissue, (10) placement of cotton patties, (11) manipulation of bone wax, (12) division of pia-arachnoid and gray matter, (13) division of brain tissue (white matter), (14) division of extra-axial tumor tissue, (15) division of intra-axial tumor tissue (glioma), (16) opening of cistern, (17) dissection of arteries within the cistern, and (18) dissection between brain and extra-axial tumor. Of these, data from 10 surgical tasks (tasks 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17) were selected for comparison among surgeon groups because these tasks reflect the performance of microsurgery,
Key Points
Questions What are the forces of tool-tissue interaction in microsurgery, and can they be used to assess surgeon skill level?
Findings In this study of a catalog of tool-tissue interaction in 3 groups of surgeons (novice, intermediate, and experienced), force analysis and corresponding video recording revealed an association between high force error and bleeding and low force error with the need to repeat the task; discriminative analysis allowed differentiation of surgeons by their skill level.
Meaning Force analysis of tool-tissue interaction may help distinguish surgeon skill level, which could enhance surgical education as it shifts to a competency-based paradigm. and sufficient data were available for at least 2 of the surgeon groups. The distribution of the trials is summarized in eTable 1intheSupplement.
For each trial, the surgeon stated the task being performed. The time when the tips of the SmartForceps made contact with the tissue was documented as the starting time of force recording, and the stopping time was when the tips of the forceps no longer made contact with the tissue. Microscope video recording of the surgical field provided a corresponding time stamp for post hoc analysis of force data by a neurosurgeon investigator (T.S.), independent of performing the tasks.
Rating of Trials
In the division and grip tasks, bleeding is usually anticipated; therefore, only coagulation and dissection tasks were used for this performance evaluation. A given surgical task without any vascular injury (bleeding) and/or any requirement for repetition of the task was defined as a successful trial. A task that caused bleeding was considered to be an unsuccessful trialbleeding. A task that required repetitive maneuvers at the same location because of failure of task completion was considered to be an unsuccessful trial-incomplete.
Force Data Analysis
In the coagulation and grip tasks (closure of the forceps tips), positive peak value (local maxima) was used for data analysis ( Figure 1B) , whereas in the division task (closing and opening of the forceps tips), both positive and negative peak values (local minima) were used ( Figure 1C ). For the dissection task (opening of the forceps tips), the negative peak value was used ( Figure 1D ). 14 Data points with force level less than 0.1N were excluded from the calculation to avoid inclusion of baseline noise data. Any untoward maneuvers, such as the prongs of the forceps touching bone or another tool, were excluded from analysis. The mean and maximum values of all peak readings from each trial were used to represent each force value (Figure 2A and B). Because the magnitude of force variability within each trial was considered to be an important element of force profile, the coefficient of variation (CV) of all the peak readings was calculated as follows 25 : CV = σ/μ, where σ is the SD of forces and μ is the mean value of measured forces. Because each force profile was different among each surgical task, all variables were standardized for comparison. Standardized variables (z) were calculated using the following formula: z=(x−μ)/σ, where μ and σ represent values calculated from all variables obtained for experienced surgeons and x is raw force variable. For error analysis, the 5th and 95th percentiles of the maximum forces and the 95th percentile of the CV of forces for all trials from experienced surgeons were selected ( Figure 2C ) based on the assumption that experienced surgeons make few errors (ie, <5%). 18 The trials in which maximum peak force exceeded the upper threshold was regarded as high force error (HFE), and those that did not reach the lower threshold were regarded as low force error (LFE). The trials in which the CV of forces breached the threshold were regarded as force variability error (FVE).
Statistical Analysis
The normality of the data was investigated using the ShapiroWilk test. Normally distributed continuous data were compared using the Welch 2-tailed, unpaired t test between 2 groups and by 1-factor analysis of variance followed by the post hoc Bonferroni test among the 3 groups. The data not normally distributed were compared using the Mann-Whitney test between 2 groups and by the Kruskal-Wallis test followed by the Steel-Dwass test among 3 groups. Homogeneity of variance was tested using the F test between 2 groups and the Bartlett test among 3 groups. P < .05 (2-sided) was considered to be statistically significant.
Stepwise forward canonical discriminant analysis was performed to discriminate surgeon skill level based on the 6 variables (mean, maximum, CV, and HFE, LFE, and FVE rates) of each surgeon. The variables that contributed the most to the discrimination of the 3 different surgeon groups were selected using the F values (P < .10) as the criterion for inclusion in the stepwise analysis. Correlation ratio (η 2 ), Wilks λ, and the F values were used to test the significance and estimate the weight of each variable. Performance of the discrimination was examined using a leave-one-out cross-validation. 13 
Baseline Force Profile of Experienced Surgeons
The force profile of the mean, maximum, and CV of force peak readings from experienced surgeons across 18 surgical Figure 3A and B. Compared with successful trials, the applied force tended to be lower in unsuccessful trial-incomplete (0.23 vs −0.1; P = .01) and significantly higher in unsuccessful trial-bleeding (0.23 vs 0.90; maximum, 0.24 vs 1.35; P < .001). Force variability (CV of force) was also significantly higher in unsuccessful trial-bleeding than successful trials (0.76 vs 0.09; P < .001). Error analysis revealed that the rate of HFE was significantly higher in unsuccessful trial-bleeding (0.40 vs 0.09; P < .001), and the rate of LFE was significantly higher in unsuccessful trial-incomplete (0.26 vs 0.03; P < .001). The rate of FVE was significantly higher in both unsuccessful trial-bleeding and unsuccessful trialincomplete (0.26 and 0.14 vs 0.06; P < .001).
Comparison Among Surgeon Groups
Standardized force profiles and force error rates for the selected 10 surgical tasks are shown in Figure 3C and D, and the data are summarized in eTable 2 in the Supplement. The mean and maximum forces of novice surgeons were significantly higher than those of intermediate and experienced surgeons (0.74 vs 0.00 and 0.08; P < .001). No difference was found between intermediate and experienced surgeons for most tasks; however, in the dissection and coagulation of small cortical vessel tasks, intermediate surgeons (for dissection, 1.31 vs 0.00; P < .001; for coagulation, 0.54 vs 0.00; P = .02) used higher forces than experienced surgeons (P < .05), whereas in division of glioma, the opposite was observed (−0.5 vs 0.00; P = .01). Tasks such as coagulation of scalp vessel and dura showed no force differences among the 3 groups. For most tasks, novice surgeons performed with higher variation of forces, indicating that their performance was inconsistent among trials. The force variability of intermediate and novice surgeons was also significantly higher than that of experienced surgeons, indicating inconsistent use of forces, whereas experienced surgeons were more consistent. Figure 3D shows the rate of HFE, LFE, and FVE in all trials; the data are detailed in eTable 3 in the Supplement. All 3 error rates among intermediate (HFE, 0.12; LFE, 0.12; and FVE, 0.10) and novice surgeons (HFE, 0.27; LFE, 0.10; and FVE, 0.16) were significantly higher than those of experienced surgeons (HFE, 0.05; LFE, 0.04; and FVE, 0.05; P < .001). Even in the tasks in which force strength of novice surgeons was higher than that of experienced surgeons, the rates of LFE and HFE were higher than those among experienced surgeons (eTable 2 and eTable 3i nt h eSupplement). This observation was further supported by the dispersion of force data of each trial being higher than that of experienced surgeons. The rates of HFE and FVE among novice surgeons were significantly higher than those among intermediate surgeons (HFE, 0.27 vs 0.12; P < .001; FVE, 0.16 vs 0.10; P = .01). The rate of LFE did not differ between novice and intermediate surgeons.
Surgeon Profiles and Discriminant Analysis
The surgeon error rates ( Figure 4A -C and eTable 4 in the Supplement) varied among surgeons (ie, some often used too much force, some used too little, and some were inconsistent). To investigate those variables that contributed most in determining a surgeon skill level, stepwise discriminant analysis was performed. We discovered that the 3 error rates rather than standardized force profiles had stronger discriminant power ( Figure 4D and eTable 5 in the Supplement). In particular, the rates of HFE and FVE contributed the most to the discriminant model. With use of discriminant functions 1 and 2 as shown in Figure 4D , 14 of the original 16 grouped surgeons (87.5%) were correctly classified into their respective groups ( Figure 4D ). With use of the leave-one-out method, 14 of the 16 cross-validated grouped surgeons (87.5%) (100% of the experienced and intermediate group surgeons) were correctly classified. A confusion matrix is given in eTable 6 in the Supplement.
Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study that obtained force data from neurosurgical patients during surgery. Although other studies 12, 14, 15, 22, 27 have used surgical models or simulators in assessing force data, none of these represented an ideal, realistic surgical scenario that includes not only the physical properties but also the psychological stress related to the performance of surgery. The range of forces in this study was different from those previously reported using cadaver brain. 14 For example, coagulation of scalp vessels was 0.2N to 0.41N in a previous cadaveric study, 14 whereas it was 0.68N in this report. This finding is not surprising because cadaveric specimens have different mechanical properties, being obtained hours after death, and lack pulsatile blood flow. The force data presented in this study are therefore an accurate representation of forces applied during neurosurgery. A selection bias might have occurred with easier surgical tasks assigned to the novice surgeon group. For simple tasks, such as coagulation of scalp vessels, no force differrences were observed among the 3 groups. Differences were encountered as the complexity and risk of the task increased. Therefore, complex tasks outside the level of training for novice surgeons would be expected to be associated with increased differences in the use of forces. Investigation of this assumption would mandate experimental studies using animal or cadaveric models elaborated in the eMethods in the Supplement. The different force levels among the 18 surgical tasks were likely related to the variability in tissue consistency and thus the resistance encountered and, in part, to knowledge of surgical-structural anatomy. The 5 experienced surgeons had less variation of force profiles in most of the tasks. That the profiles with comparable led to 2 assumptions: (1) experienced surgeons used similar forces to complete a given task, and (2) the frequency of unsuccessful trials among experienced surgeons was low, and therefore, the cutoff value for error analysis was set at the 5th and 95th percentiles. Although the choice of the cutoff value needs to be validated in the future, this choice was supported by video recordings, in which experienced surgeons failed to complete a given task approximately 10% of the time, and the frequency of vessel injury during the performance of a task was approximately 4%.
Similar to a previous report, 17 for most surgical tasks, force strength exerted by novice surgeons was higher than that of experienced surgeons, and force variability decreased from novice to experienced surgeons. These differences, however, varied with some exceptions. In the division of glioma, novice and intermediate surgeons applied lower force strength than experienced surgeons. This finding might suggest a hesitancy by novice surgeons to avoid injury to delicate structures while facing difficulty in distinguishing tumor from normal brain. Of importance, error analyses revealed clearer differences between novice and experienced surgeons. Even in the tasks in which force strength of novice surgeons was lower than that of experienced surgeons, the rates of HFE were higher than among experienced surgeons and vice versa. This
Research Original Investigation Forces of Tool-Tissue Interaction to Assess Surgical Skill Level finding suggests that error analysis could be an indicator for the objective assessment of surgical skill. Discriminant analysis also revealed that the 3 error rates (HFE, LFE, and FVE) had a stronger discriminant power for surgeon skill level than force profiles (mean, maximum, and CV of force). As the surgeon training level decreased, HFE and FVE increased, establishing an inverse association. Although the rate of LFE among novice and intermediate surgeons was also higher than that among experienced surgeons, no differences were found between intermediate and novice surgeons. In general, in the training process from novice to intermediate level, the surgical trainee is more cognizant of the adverse effect of HFE than LFE. This finding is also supported by the observation that HFE was associated with consequential errors (ie, tissue injury or serious complication). 16 
Limitations
One of the challenges of the SmartForceps was that it allowed measurement of forces in the 2 most important directions: dissection (opening) and coagulation (closing). A more comprehensive understanding of tool-tissue interaction requires force measurement along the other 2 axes, such as those involved in puncturing of tissues and upward retraction and tissue lifting. This limitation and future work toward providing real-time feedback (machine learning) and validation of results using an established animal model (surgical performance and learning curve) are detailed in the eMethods in the Supplement.
Conclusions
The SmartForceps introduces a mechanism to quantify the forces related to the performance of surgery in the operating room. Furthermore, force profiles and the result of error analysis uniquely reflect surgeon skill level and experience. This finding suggests that assessment of surgical forces can be used as an indicator of surgical skill proficiency in terms of applied force 
Summary
Using the SmartForceps, forces of tool-tissue interaction in neurosurgery were acquired and analyzed. The manuscript presents a comprehensive report on force data from multiple neurosurgical cases, multiple surgeons of different experience levels, and the variety of surgical tasks performed and analyzed. By setting the normative baseline force ranges using force profiles from experienced surgeons, force error analyses were also conducted. As a result, the study successfully demonstrated not only variability in skill set amongst surgeons, but also discriminated surgeon skill level with high accuracy. Such information could well accelerate surgical skill learning through quantifiable feedback in real time, and serve as a novel quantifiable metric in objective assessment of surgical skill. The results implied an association between force errors and unsuccessful use of forceps, i.e., high force error (HFE) and vessel injury, and low force error (LFE) with the need to repeat the task. Preventing these errors might contribute to the reduction of unsuccessful trials, leading to smoother execution of surgery and better clinical outcomes. The technology is applicable to all field of surgery in which bipolar forceps are used. Most surgical procedures may be sub-divided into specific tasks. For each task, expert surgeons will likely use similar forces, from which, a baseline force profile for the given task may be generated. This will allow an analysis for HFE, LFE and force variability error (FVE).
Future studies
To address the limitation of force measurement in two directions only, dissection (opening) and coagulation (closing), our research group is presently developing a force-sensing bipolar forceps that is capable of force sensing in all three axes. It is also our intention to couple the SmartForceps with machine learning -artificial neural networks. Data from expert surgeons will be used to train the machine, towards recognition of HFE, LFE and FVE. Such a system will provide a mechanism for real time force feedback and performance of surgery. In addition, we have designed an animal experiment (carotid anastomosis in in-vivo rat 
